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Abstract:   

Space is  not absolute and subject  to empirical  falsification. An active 2-D driving force H+ (string) of  1mtr 
(meter) length, collecting the charge potential C (e-, Coulomb) of a 4-D 3-sphere would generate 1/3.107C/cm 
(H+) in 3-D (10-3/10-2=10-5), and 1/18.1012C/mtr in 4-D. Electricity laws forbid that, the string stays put and instead 
the energy C of the string is distributed serially as 4-D energy in voltage steps 18.10-12 mtr/C(e-), while causing  10 
to  1000-fold  volume  deflation  of  that  space.  Each  point  in  the  3-sphere  is  fully  informed.  The  'RC-time 
C(H+)/mtr.sec x cm/(e-) at the beginning and end of the voltage loop is 1sec-1. The net electromechanical work is 
zero and the net string gravitational force G is 2/3.10-8cm3(e-)/ gram(H+).sec2 x 18.10-12  mtr. Hence, G =6.67x10-

8cm3(e-)/gram(H).mtr. The mechanism boosts the number of (human) genes 4 orders of magnitude.
 
Introduction: 

The  laws  of  electricity  forbid  moving  of  a  charged 
particle in an potential energy field, because as active 2-D 
driving  force  it  would  move  against  its  own  electrical 
gradient,  generating  system  instability  due  to  entering  a  higher  dimension  (charge  increase,  increase  of  system 
information). The string therefore stays put while distributing its energy in steps of 18.10-12C.mtr (bonding string) as 4-
D energy in a closed voltage loop by clamping each participating point in that loop to a 2-D, 3-D or 4-D electrical 
potential. It causes adiabatic shrinking of the volume. Each node in the loop is fully informed. 6H-strings, equivalent 
with one proton H+, generate a proton, and one proton is equivalent with an electron. Then, by adiabatic expansion and 
compression, elements with given charge will be generated and finally the cosmos will be shrunken, urbanized by 
globes with high potential e- energy like the Earth and high kinetic H+ kinetic energy, like the Sun. Thus every element 
on earth has its equivalent in kinetic solar energy (gas). A single string H generates a volume of one ltr (e-)/C and every 
element contains not more than 6.1023 particles per mole (C)1,2,3. This separation of charge is due to the properties of a 4-
D 3-sphere. 4-D 3-sphere steady state information exchange is obtained in a ratio of 2/3 of 2-D protons with positive 4-
D energy, per 3-D surface of 1cm3 containing a volume of 18 negative charged electrons e-. The negative global charge 
and positive solar charge cause attraction. The bombardment of the earth with a surplus of kinetic proton energy (6:1) 
causes repelling. The combined forces generate a quantum-electromagnetic cosmic gravitational constant of 6.67x10-

8cm3(e-)/gram(H+)mtr  (a).  The  loops  in  the  universal  3-Sphere  are  characterized  by  an  infinite  recurrence  time 
(Poincarė), which means that no loop can be annihilated because it requires a mystery moleH2O. The loops generate 
volumes of 2.7ltr/C heat, in Cal per Coulomb, and with 0.018Cal (b) more, 1molH2O/C, the loops would be closed (the 
value ln (2.7ltr/C+0.018ltr/Cal) would be 1). However, deflation generates heat, which counteracts the deflation and…. 
etcetera. Here we show that natural species are able to close these 4-D 3-Sphere loops by simultaneous injection of not 

existing mystery RNA together with ice in plasmid or double strand DNA. 
It annihilates the energy of the loop while conserving the infinite recurrence 
time of  the  loop  in  an  RC-circuit  that  becomes  stored  in  a  dielectrical 
vacuum.  It  generates  timely  illusions  of  living  creatures  carved  like 
holograms in vacuum. However, in time every creature fades when being 
surpassed by real time approaching the creature from behind. 

Results:
  

Theoretical  string  physicists  'believe'  that  a  string  of  given  length  and 
strength would create some 10 worlds or even more, which is not in line 
with information theory, predicting that information in a system should be 
constant. A closed 4-D H2O 3-Sphere (Riemann, Poincaré) provides a test 

case par excellence for the latter theory. For example, cooling down 2mole 4-D H2O waves to 3 mole 3-D H2O  'water 
waves' requires 2/3x 104/10-3Joule, or 540kCal. Cooling the 3-D 'water'  down to 2-D ice (2-D ice has a 3-D water 
appearance) requires 1/3x104/10-2  x 10Joule (81KCal/ltr). Transfiguration of 2-D ice via a single (not a point!) energy 
ratio of 1.67Cal/30mC at -270ºC requires back to the 4-D condition requires 5/3 (=6/6-1/6) x 104/10-2  Joule (=1.67 
MJoule). A ratio of 30Cal/18mC is left, foreclosing a minimum temperature of 0ºK -(1/6x18 + 270ºC = 273ºC) that 
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never can be reached. Increase of impact decreases a volume and system information is conserved. Heat antagonizes 
slowing down (all here derived theoretical Calorie data appear in the textbook as empiric data).
Water is thus a peculiar substance because you are never able to see or touch it, every interaction is forcing it into 
another dimension because it  is a closed 4-D 3-Sphere.  It  means that a volume of 1moleH20 is always  missing in 
whatever dimension (18mC/30Cal). Thus by interaction heat 30Cal/18mC is choked into another dimension and vice 
versa (a,b,c,d). The phenomenon is known as Poincarė's infinite recurrence time, and we get the mole (0.018ml) back 
only when the volume is cooled down (b,c). Then 2.7ltr/C, which is synonymous with 2.7Cal/C, becomes automatically 
2.718ltr/C and the natural logarithm of 2.718 is 1. But cooling down generates heat etc which forces that mystery mole 
to disappear and that is how the apparently not existing and yet existing mystery mole H2O keeps disappearing and 
popping up in and out of the blue. Nature exploits this quantum-mechanical transition of 2.7ltr/C into a volume of 
1C/1ltr  by choking environmental  information energy together  with ice in DNA 
plasmids (surface) or DNA double strands. The latter are composed of millions of 
nucleosomes and each nucleosome contains 2 serial sequences of 144 and 54 DNA 
nucleotides. Hence, a not existing missing 2-D 22RNA string, supposed to exist in 
the 3-D cytosol, can be choked together with ice in DNA. The ice opens up-, and 
cools down, the DNA strands, and the strands get shrunken in a mystery ratio of 10 
(144+54+22)/22). Due to this heat choking the DNA ratio becomes 2.718 (= 2.67 x 
1.018,  c), and that signals the onset of virtual 4-D reality. The mechanism boosts 
the number of genes with at least 4 orders of magnitude.

Discussion:  

Choking the energy of a not existing 22RNA strand annihilates the energy of a 4-D 
3-Sphere loop (c), but not the belonging Poincare infinite recurrence time of that 
loop.  Choking  energy  in  DNA therefore  creates  a  virtual  reality,  a  vacuum,  or 
instant nothingness, in space, tagged only with a notion of time. It seems that RNA 
more than DNA is responsible for the creation of this natural virtual reality.  But 
also RNA is not the principal driving force as the not existing 22RNA sequences in the cytosol suggest. The DNA/RNA 
system therefore must  be seen as assembler  while the actual  operating system of  a creature must  be found in the 
environment. We suggest that proteins in the environment create these living creatures in the first place. These proteins, 
able to mimic polarized  +H2O and H2O- water waves, are a likely candidate for being the principal driving force in 
environmental selection pressure. By logarithmically choking of caloric energy with kinetic (Joule) energy they create 
an instant virtual reality,  causing organisms to think they move around as real independent individuals in space and 
time. These organisms do not realize that they are every moment, now, over and over sculptured as almost perfect 
illusions in the dielectric ice/gas interface of water. It is this instantaneous illusion of nothingness-now that allows the 
environment of these creatures to move on, and not the creatures. This environment changes constantly and that is why 

the  information  assembling  in  DNA  is  necessarily  incomplete 
(Democrites,  Epicures,  Pythagoras).  Due  to  adiabatic  contraction  and 
expansion space is filled completely and therefore it seems we get at every 
moment the best of all possible worlds (Leibniz).  
Every idea, thought or argument induced by an organism in the ice/gas 
interface  is  characterized  by its  own self-supporting  logic,  and  not  by 
historical, empiric, evidence. Due to full induction (input inversion) not 

the logic of an argument counts but solely its force. Here we showed for example that most of the principles of physics,  
mathematics  and biology,  supposed to predict  strong eternal  truth for many,  are  merely based on convention (see 
conventionalism Poincarė) rather than on sound and logic empiric experimentation. Therefore we cannot longer thrust 
the forecasts of these sciences and we should not be surprised when Nature has other, as yet unknown, incentives in 
mind. For example the present unrestricted consumption of the natural resources can evoke unexpected disasters, not 
foreseen by any of the basic sciences. Previously we showed that over-consumption of the natural resources by men 
cause reduction of polar Ozone, O3. And here we discovered that the strength of the earth magnetic field, polarized by 
4-D  +H2O and H2O- monopoles,  is  also strongly related to natural  (also human) activity.  Some day this undesired 
manipulation of the environment could be followed by global deluge when the earth magnetic field switches. Such is 
accompanied by an instantaneous increase of the global surface water content with some 8%. This water is now stored 
in  the  atmosphere,  but  then  it  gets 
temporarily frozen in the surface of the globe 
at room temperature. It will be the end of an 
illusion.
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